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The United States is among the most affluent nations in the world and has its largest economy;
nevertheless, it has more poverty than most countries with similar standards of living. Growing
income inequality and the Great Recession have made the problem worse. In this thoroughly
revised edition of Poverty in America, Iceland takes a new look at this issue by examining why
poverty remains pervasive, what it means to be poor in America today, which groups are most likely
to be poor, the root causes of poverty, and the effects of policy on poverty. This new edition also
includes completely updated data and extended discussions of poverty in the context of the Tea
Party and Occupy Wall Street movements as well as new chapters on the Great Recession and
global poverty. In doing so this book provides the most recent information available on patterns and
trends in poverty and engages in an open and accessible manner in current critical debates.
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These are individual case samples of poverty stricken Americans who have had their hopes, goals,
and dreams for a better life smashed to pieces on page 126 Mr. Jerome Greene tells his story "It's
been like hell," he says. "It's very hard to see people leave and go to work in the morning and come
home every night. It's hard to see people spending money, going out and having fun and you can't.
It's very stressing. Greene, about to turn 50, worked for 16 years as an Oracle software developer,
most recently at a Pennsylvania company that made electronic components for cars. When he was
laid off in June 2008, the recession was just taking hold, and he still had job interviews. By fall, with
the economy in free fall, his phone stopped ringing." On page 121 Mr. J.R. Childress shares his

experience "He's determined to stay busy, job or no job, for sanity's sake. Maybe he'll help a
neighbor. Exercise. Or check out computer blueprints of construction projects around
Winston-Salem, N.C., to stay connected to the world where he thrived for three decades. Childress
has been laid off twice since late 2009, most recently for 10 months." On page 47 we have
"Magdalyn March, 30, of Birmingham, Ala., can relate to those living in extreme poverty. in 2006,
she lost a seasonal job at a packing warehouse, split with an abusive boyfriend and was caring for
her two children."On page 39 we have hit the jackpot there are four different people who tell their
stories "At a food pantry in a Chicago suburb, a 38-year-old mother of two breaks into tears. She
and her husband have been out of work for nearly two years. Their house and car are gone. "It's like
there is no way out," says Kris Fallon. She is trapped like so many others, destitute in the midst of
America's abundance.
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